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2. Literary Expressions of  
Ethnocide 

•  Deaf  bioethics: 
•  reproduction, designing deaf  babies, and the value of  Deaf  

lives  

•  ethnocide, linguistic and cultural genocide  

•  the search for cures as a eugenic campaign 

•  Human right to a life with dignity (Articles 1-3 UDHR) 

•  “No one suggests the safest cure. A change of  heart,/a 
tender understanding, a pair of  hands signing.” 

     Raymond Luczak’s “How to Cure Deafness”  



3. Literature that Dismantles 

•  Cognitive literary studies 

•  “…improved perceptions and 
judgments […] reduce people’s 
support for unjust social policies, 
[…] and lead people instead to 
support more justice and effective 
policies […] based on compassion 
and solidarity…” (Bracher 296) 



4. Bioethical concerns in Deaf  
Literature 

•  Karawynn Long’s “Of  Silence and Slow Time” 

•  Nick Sturley’s Milan 

•  Ted Evans’ The End 

•  Donna Williams’ “When the Dead are Cured”  



5. Brief  Excerpts 

•  “‘What will happen to sign language?’ […] a total 
ban on sign language in all deaf  schools. No more 
sign language. Finished.’ Abbé de l’Epee reacted 
angrily, ‘It is a transgression of  human 
rights!’” (Sturley 117) 

•  “They communicate/ With lips, teeth, tongue, 
wriggling around. / Their bodies are 
dead” (Williams 146).  



6. Sign Language Peoples: 
(Harmful Judgments)  

•  Alienated, need to hear and speak orally, disadvantaged, 
afflicted, impaired, suffering impairment/affliction, pitiful, 
useless, abnormal, high-risk group for genetic defects, defective    

•  Broken, minority, “dead” to the world, to sound, to people 

•  Need treatment, excluded, without communication, alone, 
disabled, problems, unhappy, antisocial, second class citizens, 
small world, incapable of  skilled jobs, unattractive, vanishing 
people, limited futures, poor, welfare dependents, unfortunate 
peoples, crippled, backwards, low quality of  life, in need of  
help, in need of  fixing 

•  Several beliefs draw from the atomistic, homogeneity, 
autonomy and essentialist schemas that many of  us hold and 
use to categorize ALL people 



7. Harmful Schemas 

•  Atomist: individuals are distinct and unique beings 
(indifferent and competitive in relation to others) 

•  Homogeneous: individuals are either good or bad 
(structure of  character)  

•  Autonomous: individuals are responsible for 
themselves (behavior & life outcomes) 

•  Essentialist: individuals are born a certain way (fixed 
character) 



8. Sign Language Peoples: 
(More Acceptable Judgments)  

•  Independent, intelligent, social, resilient, talented, hard-
working, strong/persevering, possess qualities of  an ethnic 
group (i.e. Deafnicity), observant, visual, tactile, sensitive, value 
Deaf  babies/Deaf  lives, Deaf  families, Deaf  identities, Deaf  
culture’s customs, sign language, whole, human 

•  Survivors, fighters, seeking to protect Deaf  lives, sign language, 
passionate about the bodily, visual-spatial language: “Our 
bodies are alive,/Our hands, our faces, our eyes. We are 
warmed by Signs” (Williams 146), “people of  the eye”, seeking 
to awaken non-signing, hearing oppressors with the truth of  
their joyful, delightful, signing being and thus restore equality/
justice: “The world will be saved” (Williams 146).   

•  Several draw from the solidarity, situational, malleability,  and 
heterogeneity schemas   



9. More Adequate Schemas  

•  Solidarity: people rely on and need one another 
(relation of  self  to other) 

•  Situationist: our situations determine our outcomes 
(behavior & life outcomes)  

•  Malleability: people change over time, or behavior 
depends on the situation (unfixed character) 

•  Heterogeneity: people can be both good and bad 
(structure of  character)  



10. Schema Criticism 

•  Strategies for promoting social justice (a deaf  bioethics) : 

•  Change negative cognitive schemas about people through 
literature that teaches readers to search for, attend to, 
recall, and act upon positive schemas about people/SLPs 

•  Changing cognitive structures allows readers to feel anger 
at injustices in current policies/laws.  

•  Requires reading, educating and putting metacognitive 
knowledge to work   



11. Limitations and Successes 

•  Value in self  as a deaf  person:  



12. Limitations and Successes 

•  Emotions + changed ways of  seeing= new allies 



13. Limitations and Successes 

•  Dismantling 
harmful 
ideologies & 
new lenses  



14. Limitations and Successes 

•  Career changes: 



15. Limitations and Successes 

•  Valuing hypothetical Deaf  babies:  



16. Limitations and Successes 

•  Rocking (mental) worlds:  



Thanks for watching! 
•  Feedback and questions welcome ☺  

rmazique@utexas.edu  

Literature, Visual Culture, Deaf  Studies blogs: 

Spring 2013: 

www.blogs.utexas.edu/litblogs 

AND 

Fall 2014:  

www.sites.utexas.edu/litblog  


